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ABSTRACT :  This paper deal with Real world complex problems have no predefined procedure for solving. It 

is impossible to define and determine the exact solution of these problems. These are called Stochastic or 
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desired output power at lowest cost, the power system unit is designed as a stochastic finite state system. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

In the theory of computation, a stochastic finite state 

system or nondeterministic finite automaton 

(NFA) is a finite state machine where for each pair of 

state and input symbol there may be several possible 

next states. This distinguishes it from the 

deterministic finite automaton (DFA), where the next 

possible state is uniquely determined. Although the 

DFA and NFA have distinct definitions, it may be 

shown in the formal theory that they are equivalent, 

in that, for any given NFA, one may construct an 

equivalent DFA, and vice-versa: this is the powerset 

construction. Both types of automata recognize only 

regular languages. Non-deterministic finite state 

machines are sometimes studied by the name 

subshifts of finite type. Non-deterministic finite state 

machines are generalized by probabilistic automata, 

which assign a probability to each state transition. 

More recently, stochastic formulations of receding 

horizon control are showing great promise in areas 

such as dynamic unreliable resource allocation [1], 

supply chains [2], portfolio optimization [3]–[5], 

dynamic hedging [6], sustainable development [7], 

and polymerization reactors [8]. The implementation 

of receding horizon control in the different 

applications spans a range of approaches, from open-

loop control [3], [4], to a linear feedback form of 

control [8], to a full stochastic programming 

implementation [6], [9], [10]. 

Nondeterministic finite automata were introduced in 

1959 by Michael O. Rabin and Dana Scott, who also 

showed their equivalence to deterministic finite 

automata 

Intuitive definition 

 

An NFA, similar to a DFA, consumes a string of 

input symbols. For each input symbol it transitions to 

a new state until all input symbols have been 

consumed. 

Unlike a DFA, it is non-deterministic in that, for any 

input symbol, its next state may be any one of several 

possible states. Thus, in the formal definition, the 

next state is an element of the power set of states. 

This element, itself a set, represents some subset of 

all possible states to be considered at once. 

An extension of the NFA is the NFA-lambda (also 

known as NFA-epsilon or the NFA with epsilon 

moves), which allows a transformation to a new state 

without consuming any input symbols. For example, 

if it is in state 1, with the next input symbol an a, it 

can move to state 2 without consuming any input 

symbols, and thus there is an ambiguity: is the system 

in state 1, or state 2, before consuming the letter a? 

Because of this ambiguity, it is more convenient to 

talk of the set of possible states the system may be in. 

Thus, before consuming letter a, the NFA-epsilon 

may be in any one of the states out of the set {1,2}. 

Equivalently, one may imagine that the NFA is in 

state 1 and 2 'at the same time': and this gives an 

informal hint of the powerset construction: the DFA 

equivalent to an NFA is defined as the one that is in 

the state q={1,2}. Transformations to new states 

without consuming an input symbol are called 

lambda transitions or epsilon transitions. They are 

usually labeled with the Greek letter λ or ε. 

The notion of accepting an input is similar to that for 

the DFA. When the last input symbol is consumed, 

the NFA accepts if and only if there is some set of 

transitions that will take it to an accepting state. 

Equivalently, it rejects, if, no matter what transitions 

are applied, it would not end in an accepting state. 

 

Formal definition 

Two similar types of NFAs are commonly defined: 

the NFA and the NFA with ε-moves. The ordinary 

NFA is defined as a 5-tuple, (Q, Σ, T, q0, F), 

consisting of 

• a finite set of states Q 
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• a finite set of input symbols Σ 

• a transition function T : Q × Σ →

• an initial (or start) state q0 ∈ Q

• a set of states F distinguished as 

(or final) states F ⊆ Q. 

Here, P(Q) denotes the power set of Q. The 

ε-moves (also sometimes called NFA-epsilon

lambda) replaces the transition function with one that 

allows the empty string ε as a possible input, so that 

one has instead 

T : Q × (Σ ∪{ε}) → P(Q). 

It can be shown that ordinary NFA and NFA with 

epsilon moves are equivalent, in that, given either 

one, one can construct the other, which recognizes 

the same language. 

1.2 Properties of NFA-ε 

For all one writes 

q can be reached from p by going along zero or more 

ε arrows. In other words, if and only if there 

exists where 

that 

. 

For any , the set of states that can be 

reached from p is called the epsilon-

closure of p, and is written as 

For any subset , define the ε

as 

. 

The epsilon-transitions are transitive, in that it may 

be shown that, for all 

, if 

, then 

Similarly, if 

then 

Let x be a string over the alphabet Σ∪{ε

M accepts the string x if there exist both a 

representation of x of the form x1x2 ... x

(Σ ∪{ε}), and a sequence of states p0,p1

pi ∈ Q, meeting the following conditions:

1. p0 E({q0}) 

2. pi E(T(pi-1, xi )) for i = 1, ..., n

3. pn F. 

 Implementation 
There are many ways to implement a NFA:

• Convert to the equivalent DFA. In some 

cases this may cause exponential blowup in the size 

of the automaton and thus auxiliary space 

proportional to the number of states in the NFA (as 

storage of the state value requires at most one bit for 

every state in the NFA) 
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{ε}. An NFA-ε 

if there exist both a 

... xn, where xi ∈ 

1, ..., pn, where 

, meeting the following conditions: 

1, ..., n 

are many ways to implement a NFA: 

Convert to the equivalent DFA. In some 

cases this may cause exponential blowup in the size 

of the automaton and thus auxiliary space 

proportional to the number of states in the NFA (as 

at most one bit for 

• Keep a set data structure of all states which 

the machine might currently be in. On the 

consumption of the last input symbol, if one of these 

states is a final state, the machine accepts the string. 

In the worst case, this may require auxiliary space 

proportional to the number of states in the NFA; if 

the set structure uses one bit per NFA state, then this 

solution is exactly equivalent to the above.

• Create multiple copies. For each n way 

decision, the NFA creates up to n − 1

machine. Each will enter a separate state. If, upon 

consuming the last input symbol, at least one copy of 

the NFA is in the accepting state, the NFA will 

accept. (This, too, requires linear storage with respect 

to the number of NFA states, as there can be one 

machine for every NFA state.) 

• Explicitly propagate tokens through the 

transition structure of the NFA and match whenever a 

token reaches the final state. This is sometimes useful 

when the NFA should encode additional context 

about the events that triggered the transition. (For an 

implementation that uses this technique to keep track 

of object references have a look at Tracematches.)

Example 
The following example explains a NFA 

binary alphabet, which determines if the

contains an even number of 0s or an even number of 

1s. (Note that 0 occurrences is an even number of 

occurrences as well.) Let M = (Q, Σ, T

• Σ = {0, 1}, 

• Q = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4}, 

• E({s0}) = { s0, s1, s3 } 

• F = {s1, s3}, and 

• The transition function T can be defined by 

this state transition table: 

 

 
0 1 ε 

S0 {} {} {S1, 

S1 {S2} {S1} {} 

S2 {S1} {S2} {} 

S3 {S3} {S4} {} 

S4 {S4} {S3} {} 

The state diagram for M is: 
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Keep a set data structure of all states which 

the machine might currently be in. On the 

consumption of the last input symbol, if one of these 

states is a final state, the machine accepts the string. 

case, this may require auxiliary space 

proportional to the number of states in the NFA; if 

the set structure uses one bit per NFA state, then this 

solution is exactly equivalent to the above. 

Create multiple copies. For each n way 

− 1 copies of the 

machine. Each will enter a separate state. If, upon 

consuming the last input symbol, at least one copy of 

the NFA is in the accepting state, the NFA will 

accept. (This, too, requires linear storage with respect 

FA states, as there can be one 

Explicitly propagate tokens through the 

transition structure of the NFA and match whenever a 

token reaches the final state. This is sometimes useful 

when the NFA should encode additional context 

about the events that triggered the transition. (For an 

implementation that uses this technique to keep track 

of object references have a look at Tracematches.) 

The following example explains a NFA M, with a 

binary alphabet, which determines if the input 

contains an even number of 0s or an even number of 

1s. (Note that 0 occurrences is an even number of 

T, s0, F) where 

can be defined by 

, S3} 
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M can be viewed as the union of two DFAs: one with 

states {S1, S2} and the other with states {

The language of M can be described by the regular 

language given by this regular expression:

 

 

Application of NFA-ε 
NFAs and DFAs are equivalent in that

is recognized by an NFA, it is also recognized by a 

DFA and vice versa. The establishment of such 

equivalence is important and useful. It is useful 

because constructing an NFA to recognize a given 

language is sometimes much easier than const

a DFA for that language. It is important because 

NFAs can be used to reduce the complexity of the 

mathematical work required to establish many 

important properties in the theory of computation. 

For example, it is much easier to prove the following 

properties using NFAs than DFAs: 

• The union of two regular languages is 

regular. 

• The concatenation of two regular languages 

is regular. 

• The Kleene Closure of a regular language is 

regular. 

 

 State Reduction and State Assignment
If one is able to reduce the total number of states, one 

may be able to save on the number of flip

required for a design. This is the optimal situation. 

For example if a finite state machine drops from 7 

states to 4 states and compact state assignments are 

used, the design drops from three flip

flip-flops. A sub optimal situation is when the 

number of states is reduced, but the number of flip

flops is not. This does add don't cares to the 

combinational logic that generates the next state 

equations. This will most likely drop the over all cost 

of the finite state machine. Once the number of states 

is at a minimum, then a judicious assignment of 

states may 

further reduce the cost of the next state equations 

and/or the cost of the output equations. A set of 

heuristic rules is proposed where each rule is directed 

toward the reduction of the combinational logic in the 

finite state machine design. As opposed to compact 

state assignments, one may propose a one

assignment. One-hot is a set of state assignments in 

which a unique bit is one in the assignment for each 

state. This often leads to a reduction in the logic cost 

for the outputs, because in one and only one state a 

given output is asserted. 

 

Given a stochastic machine description,the state set 

can always be partitioned into classes of equivalent 

states  by a finite number of  calculations. If 

equivalence classes containing two or more states are 

found, it should be possible to condense the machine 
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State Reduction and State Assignment 
total number of states, one 

may be able to save on the number of flip-flops 

required for a design. This is the optimal situation. 

For example if a finite state machine drops from 7 

states to 4 states and compact state assignments are 

from three flip-flops to two 

flops. A sub optimal situation is when the 

number of states is reduced, but the number of flip-

flops is not. This does add don't cares to the 

combinational logic that generates the next state 

ely drop the over all cost 

of the finite state machine. Once the number of states 

is at a minimum, then a judicious assignment of 

further reduce the cost of the next state equations 

and/or the cost of the output equations. A set of 

es is proposed where each rule is directed 

toward the reduction of the combinational logic in the 

finite state machine design. As opposed to compact 

state assignments, one may propose a one-hot state 

hot is a set of state assignments in 

ch a unique bit is one in the assignment for each 

state. This often leads to a reduction in the logic cost 

for the outputs, because in one and only one state a 

Given a stochastic machine description,the state set 

rtitioned into classes of equivalent 

states  by a finite number of  calculations. If 

equivalence classes containing two or more states are 

found, it should be possible to condense the machine 

description in such a way has to leave the family of 

distinct input-output relations invariant.

If to each state of a stochastic  machine M there 

corresponds an equivalent state of machine N and to 

each state of N there corresponds an equivalent state 

of machine M, Which say that M & N are state 

equivalent machines. Among the machines which are 

state equivalent to a given machine M those having 

the smallest no of states are called Reduced Forms of 

M. A machine for which any two states are 

distinguishable is said to be in reduced form. The 

terminology is consistant since the reduced forms of 

any machine M are precisely those machines which 

are state equivalent to M and in reduced form.

troduction 

Optimization problem formulation 

Economic load dispatch (ELD) is an important topic 

in the operation of power plants which 

up effective generating management plans. The ELD 

problem has non-smooth cost function with equality 

and inequality constraints which make it diffi

be effectively solved [14]. Real cost functions are 

more complex than conventional sec

functions when multi-fuel operations, valve

effects, accurate curve fitting, etc., are considering i

deregulated changing market [16]. 

The ELD problem may be expressed by minimizing 

the fuel cost of generator units under constraints. 

Depending on load variations, the output of 

generators has to be changed to meet the balance 

between loads and generation of a power system. The 

power system model consists of n generating units 

already connected to the system [13

function without valve-point loadings of the 

generating units is given by 

F���� 	 
���� � ��� � ��   ��/�                                            

(7) 

A cost function is obtained based on the ripple curve 

for more accurate modeling which contains higher 

order nonlinearity and discontinuity due to the valve 

point effect and should be refined by a sine function. 

The ELD problem can be expressed as [1

Minimize operation cost; 

� 	 ���� � ��� � 
�����
�

���
 

� ��� sin ���
 ���!� �� �"

Subjects to; 

i. Power balance constraints 

� ��  #$  #%   

�

���	 0                                                             
and, 
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output relations invariant. 

If to each state of a stochastic  machine M there 

corresponds an equivalent state of machine N and to 

each state of N there corresponds an equivalent state 

of machine M, Which say that M & N are state 

ong the machines which are 

state equivalent to a given machine M those having 

the smallest no of states are called Reduced Forms of 

M. A machine for which any two states are 

distinguishable is said to be in reduced form. The 

the reduced forms of 

any machine M are precisely those machines which 

are state equivalent to M and in reduced form. 

Economic load dispatch (ELD) is an important topic 

in the operation of power plants which helps to build 

up effective generating management plans. The ELD 

smooth cost function with equality 

and inequality constraints which make it difficult to 

Real cost functions are 

more complex than conventional second order cost 

fuel operations, valve-point 

effects, accurate curve fitting, etc., are considering in 

The ELD problem may be expressed by minimizing 

the fuel cost of generator units under constraints. 

Depending on load variations, the output of 

generators has to be changed to meet the balance 

between loads and generation of a power system. The 

generating units 

the system [13]. The fuel-cost 

point loadings of the 

                                            

A cost function is obtained based on the ripple curve 

for more accurate modeling which contains higher 

order nonlinearity and discontinuity due to the valve 

point effect and should be refined by a sine function. 

The ELD problem can be expressed as [11,1 2, 17]: 

�

� '��(��   
� �"        �8� 

              �8
� 
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#% 	 � � ��*�+�+

�

+��

�

���

� � *,���

�

���� *,,                                            (8) 
ii. ii. Generating capacity constraints 

��(�� ≤ �� ≤ ��(./;  1
= 1,2, … , 6                                                    (8�) 
where, 

• 
� , �  and �� are the cost coefficients of the 

i
th

 generator  

• n is the number of generators  

• �� is the real power output of the i
th 

generator (MW)  

• �(��) is the operating cost of unit i (Rs/h) 

• #% is the transmission losses (MW)  

• ��(./ is the maximum generation output of 

the ithgenerator  

• ��(�� is the minimum generation output of 

the i
th

 generator  

• *�+ , *,�and*,,  are the *-coefficients  

• #$is the total demand (MW).  

The key factor in solving an ELD problem is how to 

handle the several constraints relating to the problem. 

Over the last few decades, kinds of approaches had 

been proposed to handle the constraints. These can be 

grouped into four categories: ideas that preserve the 

feasibility of solutions, penalty-based approaches, 

methods that clearly distinguish between feasible and 

unfeasible solutions, and hybrid techniques [15]. In 

this thesis the penalty function is adopted to address 

the constraints in an ELD problem. The introduction 

of the penalty term enables to transform a constrained 

optimization problem into an unconstrained one. As a 

result, the fuel cost function is written as 

�((�� , 78)
= � ��(��)

�

���
+ 78 . ℎ�                                                         (9) 
, 

The value of the penalty coefficient 78  is checked at 

each iteration, and ℎ is the equality constrained 

defined as 

 ℎ
= � �� − #$

�

���− #%                                                                          (10) 
Most of these methods were based on penalty 

formulations that transform Eq. (8b) into an 

unconstrained function �((��, 78) as shown in Eq. 

(9), which consisting of a sum of the objective and 

the constraints weighted by penalties, and use PSO to 

minimize  �((��, 78). 

A 13-generators electric power system considering 

valve-point loading effect has been studied in this 

test. In this case, the load demand, PD is taken as 

1800MW. 13- generators result are given in Tables 

4.8. Although the acquired best solution is not 

guaranteed to be the global solution, the Particle 

swarm optimization succeeded in finding the 

satisfactory solution. The respective operating cost 

coefficients for each generator are given in Table 1   

 

 

 
Swarm size is taken as 200, plenty parameter is set to 

100, error is 10-4 for this problem, c1 and c2 are taken 

as 2. The obtained results are presented Table 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gener

ator 

numb

er 

Generato

r limits 

Fuel cost coefficients 

;<=<>
  

(M

W) 

;<=?;
(M

W) 

ai 

(Rs/h

) 

bi 

(Rs/M

Wh) 

ci 

(Rs/M

W²h) 

 

1 00 680 0.000

28 

8.10 550 

2 00 360 0.000

56  

8.10 309 

3 00 360 0.000

56  

8.10 307 

4 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

5 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

6 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

7 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

8 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

9 60 180 0.003

24  

7.74 240 

10 40 120 0.002

84 

8.6 126 

11 40 120 0.002

84 

8.6 126 

12 55 120 0.002

84 

8.6 126 

13 55 120 0.002

84 

8.6 126 
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Table 2:  Result of economic load dispatch 

problem for 13-generators  

 
Economic load dispatch problem for 13-generators 

data is graphically shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Variation of cost with respect number of 

iterations for 13-generator power system 

 
Particle swarm optimization appears to be the most 

efficient in terms of faster convergence rate and 

quality of solution, which makes it to be much 

efficient in finding the global optimum. 

CONCLUSION 

                    This paper proposed PSO for power 

system ELD problem considering as a stochastic 

finite state system. The results show that the PSO is 

better than other in terms of the speed and accuracy.  

it greatly enhances the searching ability and 

efficiently manages the system constraints. It makes 

problem easier because the probability of finding a 

solution by chance is large.  The successful 

optimizing performance on the validation data set 

illustrates the efficiency of the approach and shows 

that it can be used as a reliable tool for ELD problem 
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